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Abstract- An online social media is a big platform to share
thoughts, ideas and knowledge. Now a days the day life strees
with social platform and end on it as well this will become big
media of communication. This media will share the good as well
as bad thoughts.In this rumor gets spread with the speed of light.
So it is necessary to block or filter
er the media to spreading the
rumors, for that the activities done due to rumors can be stop.
People from different geometric locations to talk, share photos,
ideas and interests, or make new friends as a virtual community
is a website on the internet that serves as an ultimate location for.
Online social network increase in security treats and rumors with
the rapid increase in popularity. By exploiting user's privacy,
identity and confidentiality the intruders and attackers are able
to outsmart the securityy measures by using several techniques. In
social networking sites users may be unaware of the existence of
these rumors. In this paper we proposed different types of
attacks to fight against rumors on social network. In this paper
we study an overview and classification of Sybil, Malware,
Distributed Denial-of-service(DDOS)
service(DDOS) and Spam attacks.
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Figure 1: Sybil Attacks
In the Sybil attack, the malicious user claims multiple
identities to compromise the whole network. Sybil attacks can
be used to access resources or to break the trust mechanism
behind a P2P network. The assumption that a P2P network is
built on each entity in the network which holds a single
identity. With a single entity or with no entity, Sybil attack
occurs due to many bogus identities at all. Using Sybil
identities, an adversary may provide false opinions
opi
for his evil
benefits, limit the amount of resources reaching each node,
break the trust mechanism in a P2P network and may even
cause a Denial-of
of Service attack(DDoS)[1].digital signatures
and digital analyzers were used to mitigate the Sybil
attacks[2].
s[2]. Much effort has gone into the study of trust
relationships in social networks [1][2][3][5] and community
based schemes to reduce the influences of Sybil attacks [6][7].
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INTRODUCTION

With the rapid increase in online Internet users, an online
social network such as Twitter, Facebook and Whatsapps. Due
to this with more terrible effects rumors can spread faster. In
real world situation, Rumors exist in almost every domain of
society. We study different types of attacks to fight against
rumours on social network.OSN services handle user’s
information and manage all user;s activities in the social
network. For the correct functioning of services and
maintaining a profitable business model OSN’s are
responsible. OSN’s may be translate into reputation damage
Service due to following attacks. We classify the four types of
attacks those are Sybil,DDoS,Spam and Malware. we also
discuss merits and demerits with suitable protocols,
techniques, Layers and varient parameters.

2. TYPES OF ATTACKS

2.1Classification of Sybil attacks
(i)

Direct vs. In-Direct communication

The attacker must consider the type of communication
between honest nodes and Sybil nodes [2][5]. If the
communication between honest node and Sybil node is direct,
i.e. if the attacker can directly communicate with the honest
node using fake identities, it is a case of direct
communication. However, if the attacker has to use his
rightful or genuine identity to communicate with the honest
node, and then divert the Sybil data to the honest node via the
valid node, it is the case of indirect
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control of an intruder is known as a Botnet [10]. The person in
control of a botnet is sometimes referred to as the botmaster
(that term has also historically been used to refer to the first
system "recruited" into a botnet because it is used to control
the spread and activity of other systems
syst
in the botnet).Botnets
can be comprised of almost any number of bots; botnets with
tens or hundreds of thousands of nodes have become
increasingly common, and there may not be an upper limit to
their size.

communication.In
ommunication.In direct communication, attacker has easy
task to instigate Sybil attacks and it is also more difficult to
detect such attacks.
(ii)
Busy vs. Idle: In a P2P network, normally, only few
Sybil identities participate in the network while the others
remain idle [2]. The power of the Sybil attacker comes from
the number of identities he or she holds. If an attacker could
afford to get fake identities easily, he or she can make the
identities appear more realistic by making them leave and join
the network
rk multiple times pretending as an honest node [5].
(iii)Simultaneous vs. Non Simultaneous A simultaneous
attack can be performed by involving all the Sybil
identities simultaneously or a single physical node can
change its identities in regular
ar time slots to appear like all the
identities are involved simultaneously. In non
non-simultaneous
attack, an attacker may bring all his identities into the network
slowly over a period of time involving only few identities
each time. This can be done by pretending that one identity
is leaving the network while the other identity is joining the
network. As honest identities generally tend to leave and join
the network number of times, the malicious node won’t
be suspected if they pretendd to leave or join the network now
and then using different identities[8].

Figure2. DDOS

2.2.1 Classification of DDoS attacks:(i)
Volume Based Attacks: The attack’s goal is to
saturate the bandwidth of the attacked site and Magnitude.
Volume based attack include UDP floods, ICMP floods,
packet floods with bandwidth. The inundation of packets at
the target causes a denial of service. The internet of things
(IoT) may be useful to legitimate users in some cases [9], they
are even more helpful to DDoS attackers. The devices
connected to IoT include any appliance into which some
computing and networking capacity has been built,
bu and, all too
often, these devices are not designed with security in
mind[9].For example, for attackers, devices are often shipped
with hard-coded
coded authentication credentials for system
administration, to log in simply.some other cases, the
authentication
on credentials cannot be changed. Devices also
often ship without the capability to upgrade or patch device
software, further exposing them to attacks that leverage wellwell
known vulnerabilities. Internet of things bonnets are
increasingly being used to wage enormous DDoS attacks[9].

(iv)
Insider vs. Outsider The impact of the Sybil attack
depends on whether the attacker is inside or outside the
distributed network. If the adversary is part of the network and
holds att least one real identity, then the attacker is called an
Insider, otherwise he or she is an outsider. An insider may
introduce many fake identities, and pretend to communicate
with other nodes using his fake identities. However, for an
outsider, it is difficult
ficult to introduce Sybil identities into the
network,

2.2 Distributed Denile-of-service:
service:
A
distributed
denial-of-service (DDoS) attack
occurs when multiple systems flood the bandwidth or
resources such as a server, web site or other network resource.
The flood of incoming messages, resource requests to the
target system forces it to slow down. Exploited machines can
include computers and other network resources such as IoT
devices. In DDoS attack, the attacker begins by exploiting a
flaws in a system that can leave it open to attack and making it
the DDoS master. The flaws in a system also called
vulnerability. A computer or networked device under the

2.3 Spam Attack
Spam can spread out in any information systems like emails,
web, social network sites, and blogs or in review
rev
platforms. it
is an endless repetition of worthless text or image, The
concept of web spam was introduced in 1996 [11] and it soon
become key challenges for search engine industry
[12].Nowadays the major search engine companies have
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identified adversarial
ial information retrieval [13] as top priority
because of multiple negative effects caused by spam, and also
the appearance of new challenges in the field of research. In
the first spam the quality of research spoils and prevents the
genuine websites of revenue
venue that might earn in the absence of
spam. Second it weakens the trust of user in a search engine
provider which is a notable issue since the user can easily
continue his search form one search engine to other. In Spam
to send out unrequested or unwantedd messages in bulk, the
electronic messaging system to be used.

design can easily be exploited by spammers who send
inaccurate information. All email on the Internet is sent via a
protocol
called
Simple
Mail
Transfer
Protocol
(“SMTP”).SMTP is designed to capture information about the
route that an email message travels from its sender to its
recipient. In actuality, the SMTP protocol provides no
security, email is not private, it can
c be altered en route, and
there is no way to validate the identity of the email source.
iii) Image spam:: Image spam have been proliferated
through emails which contain the text of the spam message in
a human readable image instead of the message body. The
spam
m message into images will be embeded as email
attachments. Textual content performed by spam filters,
including automatic text classifiers becomes the goal for spam
to circumvent the analysis of emails. Since attached images
are displayed by default by most
st email clients, the message is
directly conveyed to the user as soon as the email is opened.
The simplest kind of image spam can be viewed as a screen
shot of a plain text written using a standard text editor.

Figure 3:Spam Attacks
2.3.1Classification of Spam Attack
i) Social network spam: The development of social
networking site become very high in the past few years.The
people communicate with their friends and chat or share
multimedia contents with them. Sites like face book, twitter
are constantly among top 20 most viewed websites on the
internet [13].

iv) Click spam.. In click spam, the spammers generate
fraud clicks and make the control function towards their
websites. To achieve the goal spammers submit queries to
search engine and click on the links point to the target pages
[12, 13]. Online advertising is other incentive for spammers to
generate fraudulent clicks [13]

People spent more time on social network compared with
other sites. The increasing popularity of social networks
allows them to collect a huge amount of personal information
about the users, their friends, habits and also their wealth
information. In social network a person can reach any person
which is attracted by the spiteful
piteful parties.As for Twitter, [12]
ran an experiment on Twitter spam. Regarding the drawbacks
in Bayesian spam filter an user-friendly
friendly spam filter called
Social network Aided Personalized and effective spam filter
(SOAP) is used.social closeness spam filtering,
tering, social interest
based spam filtering, and adaptive trust management.

:In content spamming changing the
V) Content spamming:In
logical view that the search engine has over the page contents.
An example of content spamming is keyword stuffing which
involves placement of keywords within the webpage to raise
the keyword count.
Malware Attack
Malware does the damage after it is implanted or introduced in
some way into a target’s computer and can take the form of
executable code, Script, active content and other
software[14].The code is described as computer viruses,
vi
worms, Trojan Horses, Spyware[15]. The term

ii)
Email spam: The most common communication in
the internet is using email communication. With the vast
growth in email and its popularity unsolicited ee-mail (spam)
also emerged veryy quickly with almost 90% of all email
messages. i.e., over 120 billion of these messages are sent
each day [12]. The cost of sending these e-mails
mails is very close
to zero being easy to reach a high number of potential
consumers [13]. In this context, spam consumes
onsumes resources;
time spent reading unwanted messages, bandwidth, CPU, disk,
being also used to spread malicious content. The email system

malware comes from combining the two words malicious and
software, and to be used to indicate any unwanted software.
any code added, changed, or removed from a software
system.[16].The purpose of Malware is
i to cause damage or
penetrate users computer for the purpose of hacking personal
data for illegal activity such as financial crimes. Many DoS
viruses, and the Windows Explore Zip worm, are designed to
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demolish files on a hard disk, or to corrupt the file system by
writing void data to them.

machine; it can make destruction to the whole system from
infected device to uninfected one [18, 19, 20].Worm is any
software code that has the ability of self replicating on victim
computer. Worms are independent; they don’t need for a host
program to start lifecycle [20].

Layers Network

Figure 4: Malware Attacks
2.4.1 Classification of Malware Attack
Several malware classifications have been issued so far,
depending on some of their characteristics. The purpose of
such classifications is to facilitate the tracking of authorship,
correlating information, identifying new variants [17].
However, The classification
ification made, is to categorize the major
common malware types into groups depending on the network
and web usage.
i)

Spyware is a kind of malware that is installed secretly on a
user computer for the purpose of collecting information aabout
users without their knowledge [17]. Even reputable vendors of
software like Microsoft and Google, intentionally, collect
information of their users using spywares [18].
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Cookies are some information stored on user's computer by
their web browsers. The main purpose of cookie is to
authenticate users depending on the information stored in,
storing site preferences and server-based
based session [17].
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Trojan horse is a code that appears to be a useful program, but
actually it steals information or corrupts data [17, 18].
Botnet is a collection of infected computers (contains bot
software embedded in it) that have been taken over by hacker
and used to perform malicious functions, without the hackers
having to log into the client's computer. Botnet can make DoS
attack
ack as many clients’ bots, under control of hacker bot,
having a role of attack [19, 20].
ii) Ordinary Malware

Virus is any software code that has the ability to replicate
itself, during infection, into any other application software or a
document. Virusess can do harmful functions on a user
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authorship,
correlating
information, denitrifying
new varients.In future to avoid rumor blocking occurance on
o
social network we needed social security attacks in this
direction.

instead
of two
parallel
running
services
.
i) Sources are
widely
distributed
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network and a
single
i) reliability source
is
behaves like a
lesser
normal traffic
demeri ii) May
due to
ts encourage this it become
attackers difficult
economica to detect
lly
DDoS attack
at source end.
ii)The
difficulty of
deploying
system at the
source end.
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